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Smt. & Sri. Pranathi & Ashok
Mahaveera Muhurtham, 01/05/2023

2023 year starts with Lord Hanuman blessings  to our family. 
Thankyou  so much Achari gaaru for giving this opportunity to 
get Lord Hanuman blessings to our family and friends and big 
thanks to Acharya gaaru and Aruna gaaru for their inputs for 
arranging and completing of puja. We felt completely 
satisfied. 🙏🙏Jai Sri Ram 🙏



Sri Parthasarathy Gudivada & Smt. Supraja Suncoo
Sarva Roghara Muhurtham, 01/05/2023

It was a divine surreal experience to welcome Lord Hanuman to our humble abode. We were
blessed to have been visited by the Lord and my experience was nothing but electrifying. The
moment I was given the opportunity to carry the Lord from the van outside, my entire body
surged with excitement and only increased as I carried the idol and moved closer towards the
resting pedestal inside the house. As I got closer and closer to the pedestal, my body started
vibrating at an incredibly fast pace and that feeling stayed with me for more than couple of
minutes (I have never had this type of feeling until that point of time). Worshiping the Lord and
prostrating Him at our place was a dream come true. The pooja performed by Acharayaji helped
us to meditate on Him, the entire time and we felt an incredible Peace and Mental satisfaction
that one gets by visiting a temple. Our joy went no bounds when we were told that the Lord will
be resting overnight in our house. It was past midnight when I went to bed thinking that I should
woke up by early morning so that I could witness the Acharayji performing his morning Pooja. I
was awakened by a divine song coming from the next room and for a moment I thought I
overslept and missed the morning Pooja only to realize that it was 3.20 am in the morning and I
could not identify the place where the song come from. I did not feel any tiredness for the rest of
the day and getting the opportunity to participate in the Morning Pooja was another blessing. It
was an amazing opportunity to listen to chanting of Thiruppavai by the Sevakas of the Temple
Seva Group on the month of Margazhi . When the Lord had to leave our place, I felt that someone
like a family member or close friend was leaving our place and hope that I will get an opportunity
to welcome Him once again.
Jai Sriram



Sri. & Smt. Sunil & Mrinalini Uchil
Sarvarogahara Muhurtham, 1/6/2023

Our family is feeling so blessed that Gurugaru visited Charlotte and we got an opportunity to do the Sri Anjaneya

Swamy Pooja at our home. This was a very special and blissful event for us and Gurugaru doing the Pooja was a divine

experience. We are forever grateful to Gurugaru for the beautiful memories and pray for the success and completion of

of his sankalpam. All those who met Gurugaru for the first time said that they had not experienced a Pooja like this

and really appreciated Gurugaru’s explanation and stories of Sri Hanuman. Children as young as five were listening

quietly to Gurugaru and were absorbed through the complete Pooja. Receiving the smaller Sri Anjaneya moorthy from

Gurugaru was a very nice surprise. Our family and friends are very blessed to have experience the positive and divine

vibrations from the Sri Anjaneya Swamy Pooja. We are very appreciative of Arunagaru, Narendragaru, and Vasugaru for

all their help and support and the SEVA team behind the scenes for their efforts.

Jai Sri Ram🙏🏼

Jai Hanuman🙏🏼



Sri. & Smt. Naveen Kumar Tudi & Rudrama Devi Goli

Pavanasutha Muhurtham, 1/7/2023

With divine blessings Sree Lord Hanuman ji visited our home to bless us, our friends

and family. Alert Covid pandemic ,at the starting of new year 2023 we were

thinking to have some pooja at home to receive divine blessings and fill home with

positive vibrations then we heard about “Sarvam Sri Ramaarpanamastu”. We are so

blessed to hear as it’s like GOD heard our prayers and given us an opportunity . Our

heartfelt thanks to Acharya gaaru for his dedication and in conducting the puja

rituals with immense devotion. Huge thanks to my dear friends and to our Charlotte

coordinators Aruna and Naren Garu and Vasu garu.



Sri. & Smt. Datta Kishore & Hima Bindu

Sarva Rogahara Muhurtham, 1/8/2023

Jai Sri Ram🙏🙏

We have been thinking how to explain about our bliss & divinity that

we experienced on the day of pooja. we feel it is lord Rama’s blessing

to send his beloved Hanuman and respected Guruvu garu to our home.

It’s been an ineffable joy. It started when Lord Hanuman along with our

respected Acharya ji knocked on our doors and it is once in a life time

oppurtunity to open doors for Sri Rama parivaaram which left us in

ecstasy. We felt all the positive vibrations when Guruvu guru started

pooja and while chanting Badabanala stotram/Hanumath Kavacham.

And Sri Padmanabhacharyulu garu our respected acharyaji is a very

kind person, he allowed us to do guru paaduka pooja when we

requested him. I am very fortunate and blessed that I got opportunity

to do Hanuman seva for one day, it was an amazing experience.

We are very thankful and grateful to Aruna garu and Narendra garu, to

let us know about this event and encouraged us to be a part of divine

opportunity. Also we are very thankful to all the coordinators and seva

volunteers who are behind the scenes made this event success in

Charlotte.

SARVAM SRI RAMARPANAMASTU



Sri. & Smt. Venkata Krishna Rao & Smt. Sudha Sahiti
Sarva Dukhahara Muhurtham - 01/10/2023

Jai SriRam ! We are very fortunate to have Hanuman (Utasava Murthy) in our home and able to perform Pooja
under the guidance of Guruji. This is once in a life time experience , I had tears in my eyes looking at god
Hanuman very closely during the Pooja. It’s a divine feeling and every one should experience it. Our heartful
thanks to Guruji for giving us the opportunity and his devotion and passion towards building Rama temple is
priceless. We all should provide our helping hand , it may be minuscule (Udata sayam while building
Ramasethu) but it will become huge with more number of helping hands. Thanks to volunteers in organizing
this program and special thanks to Aruna garu for sharing the details about this opportunity. The Program is
very organized by providing the details on each and every step.



Sri. & Smt. Ravindra & Anuradha Pannem

Sarva Rogahara Muhurtham, 1/10/2023

With divine blessings Sree Lord Hanuman ji visited our home to bless

us, our friends and family. We originally planned on Tuesday then the

slot open on Monday evening I thought , any day is fine for pooja.

Next day Coordinators called me and requested me to move my Pooja

to Tuesday evening . IT’s a miracle for me , my wish came true and

Words fail to describe the positive energy we experienced with Swami

coming home. We are so blessed because we are traveling with Swami

Padnabhachari Garu almost 10 years. Our heartfelt thanks to Acharya

gaaru for his dedication and in conducting the rituals with immense

devotion. Swami Garu stayed over night and early morning we got an

opportunity to listen in the incredible dhanurmaasa pooja and

Thiruppavai conducted by Acharya garu Amazing experience, so many

students participated in Thiruppavai and they sang very well including

small kids , flawless. Hats of to Swami garu teaching all these Devine

classes and Ramayanam to kids and adults .🙏🙏🙏

Huge thanks to my dear friends and to our Charlotte coordinators Vasu

Gari family and Aruna gari family and main coordinators Rao garu and

Sowjanya garu for coordinating the Devine event, support and

guidance before and after during the event.



Smt. & Sri. Sharmila & Vijay Annadi

SarvaRogavara Muhurtham, 1/11/2023

It was the most divine experience in my lifetime. Feeling blessed to have Lord Hanuman make his

entrance into our humble abode. This experience was a dream come true for me. I had a dream

where lord Hanuman appeared in my dream and was walking towards me a few days before I

knew about divine Sarvam Sri Ramarpanamastu program happening in Charlotte. I cannot express

in words how thankful I am to Vijaya Malleedi garu to take the initiative and find a spot for me as

it was not heavenly possible to do on weekdays morning and afternoon. Thank you for giving this

opportunity to get Lord Hanuman’s blessings to our home and family. It was an amazing

experience to have Swayam Bhadradri Sita Ramaswamy with his parivar and Hanumanji to bless

our home. Padmanabha Acharyaji garu was so pleasant and we were really touched by his

dedication to conduct all the rituals with immense devotion. We were really impressed how the

whole program was organized with great communication throughout our blissful journey. Very

thankful to Vasu garu, Aruna garu and her husband. Felt really blessed to have aacharya ji and

Lord Hanumanji stay over night at our home and gave us opportunity early morning to be part of

thiruppavai. Thank you all for making this possible🙏🙏



Sri. & Smt. Krishnamurthy & Vijayalakshmi Mallineni

Sri Sarvarogahara Muhurtham, 1/12/2023

Most memorable spiritual event of Sarvam Sriramaarpanamasthu of Lord Hanuma Swamy visit to Charlotte, N.C. Guruvu

garu blessed Divine event and we are so fortunate to be participated in welcoming Sri Anjaneya Swamy to our house. I

feel blessed and had wonderful, amazing experience while doing Hanuman puja. It was truely divine feeling to have

darshan of Sri Badradri Sri Rama parivaram. I was very fortunate to attended 6 times Hanuman pujas and in every

Hanuman puja, the way Guruvu garu performing rituals, explaining throughly meaningful chanting slokam Hanumath

Kavacham, Badabanala stotram particularly I liked and so much powerful positive vibrations while listening and

mesmerizing. Lord Hanuman presence, Guruvu garu narrating the way Swamy vari vaibhavam Adhbhutham. Actually

Our spiritual journey started with Guruvu garu Since 2010. (Sai baba Radha Yathra/Pallaki Seva.) As always Guruvu garu

is well organized, energetic, very sincere and dedicated in doing all pooja & rituals effortlessly. While performing pooja,

Tremendous positive vibes spreading to all the devotees and felt experienced it. I heard feed back from our friends and

all families. Guruvu garu Anjaneya Swamy stayed overnight with us, I couldn’t get sleep at all, Next day early morning

Dhanurmaasa prayers started,Thiruppavai Ashtottharam pooja conducted by Guruvu garu. It was Incredible experience.

listened all pasurams from so many students participated chanting on zoom call all over the nation. Small Children also

participated. Especially they sang very beautifully,



Hats off to kids. Satha koti, Pranamams to our Guruvu garu

for teaching Nithya pooja, Devine Slokams, Rama raksha

Stothram. All other spiritual classes & Ramayana nithya

parayanam to adults and children🙏🏽 Praying Lord Sri

SeethaRama parivaram bless us all and bring temple

construction will be complete soon. 🙏🏽 We are Eagerly

waiting for Maha Kalyana Vaibhogam.🙏🏽 We would like to

say sincere Thanks to Vasu garu & Aruna garu. Special thanks

to Main coordinators Rao garu & Sowjanya garu for well

coordinating such a pleasant divine event entire supporting,

thoroughly guidance prior & after the event. We appreciated

greatly entire Seva team. This Devine event was very blissful

moments for us and remember for ever.

🙏🏽Jai Sri Ram🙇🏻♀️

🙏🏽Jai Hanuman🙇🏻♀️



Sri & Smt. Srikanth and Radhika Ramayanam

Sri Mahaveera Muhurtham, 1/13/2023

It was the most divine experience in my opportunity to get Lord Hanuman’s

blessings to our home and family. It was an amazing experience to have

Swayam Bhadradri Sita Ramaswamy with his parivar and Hanumanji to bless

our home. Padmanabha Acharyaji garu was so pleasant and we were really

touched by his dedication to conduct all the rituals with immense devotion.

We were really impressed how the whole program was. Thank-you for giving

this opportunity to get Hanuman God’s blessings to our family and friends.A

very big thankful to Padmanabha Acharya gaaru and Aruna gaaru for their

prompt arrangement and completion of puja.And a big thank you to our

friend Anuradha gaaru( Anu Pannem) for letting us know about this divine

puja and guided us all the way from the beginning to end of the pooja with

out her guidance I couldn’t have done this. Everything was communicated

well ,we as a family feel completely satisfied and felt the blissful atmosphere

change at home during the puja and afterwards.

Jai Sri Ram🙏🙏

Jai Hanuman🙏🙏



Smt & Sri. Aruna & Narendranath sarma Gosukonda

Sarva Rogahara Muhurtham, 1/13/2023

Sarvam Sri Raamaarpanamasthu, as the title says if we surrender everything on to the feet

of the Lord Sri Rama, manasa vaacha karmana, HE guides you through out in every step of

our life, which we have experienced ourselves after association with Guruvugaru

Padmanaabhaacharyulu garu ever since from 2019. Guruvugaru has not only been in the

path of Rama himself but has brought many people like us in the Rama maargam with

Ramanugraham Many people have experienced Sundarakanda and Srimad Ramayanam in

many ways in their lives with Ramanugraham. Wigh Guru Krupa, We experienced this

when swayam Bhaktaanjaneya swamy Himself knocked our doors and stepped in to our

abode after Sundarakanda Navaha parayana completion by me just before and brought

Saakshaat Sri Rama parivaaram abundant krupa on to us in the form of Goda Ranganatha

Kalyanam on the day of completion of Sampoorna Ramayana Parayanam by my husband

which he has been doing since 2021 Sri Rama Navami. As Annamacharya in his keertana

says, Idigaaka saubhaagyamidigaaka tapamu mari , idigaaka vaibhavambu ikanokati

kaladaa , what a fortune it was to be blessed by the Kalyanam of the Goda Ranganatha at

our abode which took everyone to the peaks of Bhakti that evening. As Guruvugaru

always says whereever and whenever Lord Hanuman keeps His holy feet, everything gets

purified and the devotees are instantaneously protected. Charlotte is really blessed to

have our Guruvugaru performing Hanuman pujas. Devotees have been pouring in their

heartfelt experiences and miracles they have experienced after the lord had chosen and

visited their homes and accepted their pujas and Raamaarpanam.



Hanuman in sundarakanda says, He is like the arrow from Lord Rama's

bow, who accepts the mission assigned to Him, accomplishes it

successfully. He is constantly engaged in Rama kaaryam. Similarly the

Victorious Hanuman is now engaged in the divine Rama kaaryam of

bringing Bhadradri Seeta Rama Temple at Cumming, GA by accepting

the Raamarpanam/ Donations by the blessed devotees towards the

construction of the Sri Rama Temple and blessing them with being part

of the divine sankalpam. We always feel our Guruvugaru Sri

Padmanaabhacharyulu garu is the incarnation of Bhakta Ramadasu.

Bhakta Ramadasu strived towards bringing the Sri Rama temple at

Bhadrachalam. Similarly our Guruvugaru has been dedicatedly,

devotedly and selflessly engaged in building the replica of Bhadrachala

Sri Rama temple at Cumming , GA. May Lord Sri Rama bless guruvugaru

and his family with abundant health and courage and fulfill his divine

sankalpam of completion of the temple at the earliest for the welfare

of all the people around the globe. My sincere obeisances to

Guruvugaru.🙏 It was my fortune to be part of this Rama kaaryam, as

a coordinator of charlotte yatra along with Vasu garu and Anuradha

garu. Thanks to all the seva volunteers behind the curtains helping us in

making this a memorable yatra.

SARVAM SRI GURU CHARANAARAVINDAARPANAMASTHU🙏🙏🙏



Sri & Smt. Vasu and Kamala Vanam

Sri Mahaveera Muhurtham, 1/15/2023

It’s a long awaited event of Sarvam Sriramaarpanamasthu of Lord Hanuma visit to

Charlotte. It’s so happened that Guruvu garu blessed this Divine event on my birthday 24th

December and gave me an opportunity to coordinate🙏. I feel blessed and had an amazing

experience doing Hanuman seva. It was truely divine feeling to have darshan of Sri Badradri

Sri Rama parivaram. I was very fortunate to attend at least few times Hanuman pujas and in

every Hanuman puja, the way Guruvu garu performed whether it is puja rituals or chanting

Hanumath Kavacham/Badabanala stotram, it is truly blessed to listen and mesmerizing. All

devotees along with me felt like Lord Hanuma presence when Guruvu garu narrating

Hanumath vaibhavam. I have seen kids so passionately listening Guruvu garu and it’s

amazing to see asking questions and knowing about Hanuma. God Bless them🙏 Charlotte

is really blessed to perform Godha Ranganath kalyanam during this time and glad we were

part of that divine wedding ceremony. As always, Guruvu garu is very organized, energetic

and very dedicated in doing these rituals effortlessly. Praying Sri Rama parivaram bless us all

and bring us grandeur temple. For generations , people can feel and experience it. Last but

not least, I want to Thank Aruna garu and Narendra garu, Anuradhapura garu, Vijaya Mallidi

garu , Soujanya garu, Suneetha garu, Rao garu for helping me to coordinate this memorable

event in Charlotte and cherish life long🙏

Jai Sri Ram🙏🏼

Jai Hanuman🙏



Sri. & Smt. Ashok & Swapna

Sarva Rogahara Muhurtham, 1/15/2023

It was the most divine experience in my opportunity to get

Lord Hanuman’s blessings to our home and family. It was an

amazing experience to have Swayam Bhadradri Sita

Ramaswamy with his parivar and Hanumanji to bless our

home. Padmanabha Acharyaji garu was so pleasant and we

were really touched by his dedication to conduct all the rituals

with immense devotion. Thank-you for giving this opportunity

to get Hanuman God’s blessings to our family and friends.A

very big thankful to Padmanabha Acharya gaaru and Aruna

gaaru for their prompt arrangement and completion of

puja.we as a family feel completely satisfied and felt the

blissful atmosphere change at home during the puja and

afterwards.

Jai Sri Ram🙏🙏

Jai Hanuman🙏🙏

Jai Sri Ram🙏



పాటిగౌరీశంకర్,నిర్మ ల,వేదాక్షర్కార్తకిేయ,లిఖితావైష్ణవి శ్రీ

శ్రీఅంజనీపుశ్రరఆంజనేయసా్వ మి,1/16/2023

🙏🕉️🙏జయశ్రీరామ🙏🕉️🙏

🙏🕉️🙏ఓంహంహనుమతేనమ:🙏🕉️🙏

'ఇహంలోఏది కావలసినా ననుు అడగండి, పర్ంలో ఏది కావలసినానా శ్రపభువు

శ్రీరామచంశ్రుని అడగండి' అని సర్ా భక ి జనులకు భరోస్వ ఇచ్చే సరాా ర్తష్ట

నివార్కుడు,అమిరపరాశ్రకమవంతుడు, శ్రీరామజయరామజయజయరామఅనే

మంశ్రతానిు జపంచ్చ భకిులను ఉద్దర్తంచడానికి రుశ్రుడే హనుమంతుడిగా

అవరర్తంచిన ుష్ట శిక్షకుడు - శిష్ట ర్క్షకుడు, అంజనీపుశ్రతుడు శ్రీ ఆంజనేయ

సా్వ మి జనవర్త 16, 2023 ఉద్యం గం. 6:30 ని.లకు మాఇంట వెలసి నాకు, నా

కుటంబ, బంధు, మిశ్రతులకు మానసిక ధైరాా నిు శ్రపస్వదించిన సా్వ మికి

ఎలలపుు డూ శిర్ష్షు వంచి పాదాభివంద్నములు సమర్తు సి్వనని శ్రపమాణం

చ్చసి్తనాు ను. రోజులు, నెలలు కుటంబ సభుా లకు దూర్మై, ఇంరటి

బృహతాా రాా నిు భుజానకెతిుకొని 'శ్రీ సీతా రామ లక్షమ ణ ఆంజనేయ' పర్తవార్

ద్ర్శ న భాగాా నిు పశేి మదేశంలో నివసిసి్తను హందూ బంధువులంద్ర్తకి

కలుగజేసి్తను 'శ్రీ పద్మ నాభాచార్త' గురువు గార్తకి సర్ా దా కృరజ్జతరలు

తెలుపుతునాు ను.

సరా్వ జనా:స్తఖినోభవంతు.

లోకాసమసి్వస్తఖినోభవంతు.

శుభం.



Sri. & Smt. Satish & Jhansi Chintala

Mahaveera Muhurtham, 1/16/2023

Namaskaram🙏

Here is my experience..I feel much better and focused on everything. Thankyou

for giving this opportunity to get Hanuman God’s blessings to our family and

friends. A very big thankful to Padmanabha Acharya gaaru and Aruna gaaru for

their prompt arrangement and completion of puja. Everything was

communicated well ,we as a family feel completely satisfied and felt the blissful

atmosphere change at home during the puja and afterwards.

Sri. & Smt. Sudheer & Sravanti

Pavanasutha Muhurtham, 1/16/2023

It was very nice having Anjaneya swamy vigraham

coming into our house.  Our heart was filled with joy.

Jaisriram🙏



Sri. & Smt. Sunanda & Ravindra Kandula

Sarva Duhkkahara Muhurtham, 1/13/2023

The Power of intention of welcoming Hanuman to home itself is so

immense that we witnessed few miracles as if Hanuman is listening to our

thoughts . The love and devotion to Hanuman had increased ten fold after

hosting and attending pooja . Throughout the entire pooja , we were

transmitted to a different world and were mesmerized in Hanuman’s

devotion to Rama . Thanks to Gurugaru for tapping innate spiritual aspect

in devotees’ hearts . The whole house was revitalized and reverberated

with Guru garu’s Hanuman kavacham chanting. On the whole , it was an

enchanting experience to host pooja . Thanks for the great opportunity and

salutations to Guru garu and volunteers for making this happen.

Jaisriram🙏



SARVAM SRI RAMARPANAMASTHU


